PRINCETON TO ADOPT NEW ARMY PLAN

Students will be Inducted into Training Corps About Oct. 1

DETAILS GIVEN LATER

Princeton has decided to follow the new plan of the students’ army training corps as revised to meet the conditions imposed by the passage of the new draft bill. In accordance with this plan a student who is registered on September 12 and who has been regularly admitted to the university may be inducted into the corps about Oct. 1.

When inducted he is a member of the army on active duty, he receives the pay of a private, together with subsistence, quarters and instruction, both military and academic.

In addition to students regularly admitted upon examinations graduates of secondary schools who are qualified to carry on the work of the military or naval courses may upon presentation of evidence of such qualifications be admitted to the student army training corps without examination. Such students will not be regarded as candidates for degrees. In order later to receive credit toward graduation for work done in the training corps students must meet the usual requirements for admission by the passing of entrance examinations.

The academic studies will be prescribed in part by the War Department, their nature differing according to the kind of course pursued. The members of the corps will lead a strict military life. In the case of unsatisfactory work at the college students will be sent to cantonment as privates.

The details of the plan have not been fully worked out, nor has its relation to the naval training units been determined. A statement will be issued by Princeton as soon as plans are settled.